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Preface 

 
In the fall of 2015, after I agreed to serve as Dean of the College of 

Commissioner Science, I was given a dilapidated box containing 

binders, folders and notebooks.  These documents were doctoral theses 

and doctoral project summaries completed as part of the requirements 

for the Doctor of Commissioner Science degree.  My initial response 

was to wonder why these documents were not stored at the council 

office so they could be utilized as a resource by other commissioners 

rather than sitting in a torn up cardboard box in someone’s attic.  Since 

the documents were used at the College of Commissioner Science as 

examples for aspiring doctoral candidates, I understood the need for 

paper documents, but current technology offers an opportunity to make 

these documents available for review by adding an online library to 

Middle Tennessee Council’s website.  
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Introduction 

 

 
Establishing an online library at Middle Tennessee Council will make valuable 

resources available for commissioners seeking additional training resources or 

searching for alternative solutions to ongoing problems.  Doctoral candidates have 

spent countless hours compiling information that should be readily available to 

other commissioners.   

 

 

An online library is a tangible example of the high regard MTC has for its 

commissioner staff and the information contained in many of the documents might 

be of value to commissioners struggling with similar issues in their districts or 

units.  The files also serve as a means of encouragement for doctoral candidates 

who doubt their own abilities to complete the degree requirements or are 

intimidated by the thought of writing a lengthy thesis or completing a project.  

 

 

This project will allow commissioners and other volunteers to study, examine and 

utilize information contained in the doctoral projects and theses presented in 

Middle Tennessee Council.  
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Project Plan & Implementation 
 

In order to establish an online library, I first had to make sure necessary resources 

were available.  After discussing the possibility with the Director of Field Services, 

Vance Lackey, and obtaining permission from the council to add the documents to 

MTC’s website, I met with Tran who confirmed that we incorporate an online 

library into the commissioner section of the council’s website.  

 

All documents and projects that were not available in electronic form had to be 

scanned and loaded onto a thumb drive or alternative storage device. Many of the 

files were quite large or contained several components (such as PowerPoint 

presentations) so it was necessary to place them in .zip files.  

 

One of the most time consuming parts of the project was scanning paper copies of 

documents (some of which were quite lengthy) on a copier/scanner designed for 

home use.  The process was tedious and inefficient, but necessary.  

 

After all the documents had been scanned, the files were saved in similar formats 

so they could be compressed into a .zip file and then transferred to a thumb drive.  

Also included on the thumb drive is an alphabetized index (by last name of author) 

so documents can be easily located.  Although I would like for the index to contain 

direct links to the document being referenced, I do not know yet whether the MTC 

website has that capability.   

 

In order to better assist the user, I included in this document a brief summary of 

every thesis and project, which will serve as a starting point for a commissioner in 

search of specific information or a particular topic. 

 

The thumb drive submitted to Middle Tennessee Council contains an alphabetical 

index of documents along with the actual thesis or project of each doctoral student 

at MTC.  The MTC BSA website will have a link to these documents which will be 

located on the Commissioner page under Online Doctoral Library.  Additional 

thesis papers and projects summaries can be added upon approval by the doctoral 

committee and following the annual College of Commissioner Science. 
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Doctoral Thesis/Project Index 
In alphabetical order by author 

 
 

Abramson, Sanda Thesis: Increase Cub Scout to Boy Scout Retention by Utilizing 

   The “Arrow of Light” Award 

 

Acree, Tim  Thesis: Conducting Your Council’s First College of Commissioner  

   Science (Doctorate completed at Dan Beard Council – included with permission) 

 

Ambruster, Watson Thesis: Commissioner Service and LDS Stakes: ACC-LDS 

 

Black, Tim  Thesis: Information about the Commissioner Service and a Comparison 

   of Units with an Active or Non-Active Unit Commissioner 

 

Capp, Ray  Project: Starting a Scouting Alumni Outreach in the  

   Middle Tennessee Council 

 

Cashon, Tricia  Project: Course Development of Continuing Education Courses 

 

Chaffin, David Thesis: Emphasizing Duty to God in Scouting 

 

Crawley, Toni-Lee Thesis: The History of Sea Scouts in America and the Current State of  

   Sea Scouts in MTC 

 

Fenlon, Dan  Project: District Training Day 

 

Ferguson, Doug Thesis: Achieving Quality Control “Predicting Quality Status by 

    Analyzing Performance Indicators” 

 

Harrison, Regina Thesis: Correlation of Roundtable Attendance and  

   Quality Unit Achievement 

 

Hersh, Rob  Project: Preparing Today’s Commissioner for Tomorrow’s 

   Venturing Success 

 

Jackson, AJ  Thesis: Effective Communication Habits for Commissioners 

 

Lea, Dr. John  Thesis: Building a Council Commissioner Service 
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McNamee, Dennis Thesis: Redefining the Basic Unit Commissioner Training Module Known 

    as“Counseling” Into Correctly Defined Basic Components of Alternative  

   Dispute Resolution (ADR) 

 

Munsee, Craig  Project: Update and Standardize College of Commissioner Science Power 

    Point Presentations 

 

Myrick, Justin  Thesis: Improving the Quality of Merit Badge Universities 

 

Phillips, Kevin Thesis: The Value of Youth Leadership Training 

 

Plucker, Gail  Project: Voice of the Scout: A Commissioner’s Role and a Resource for  

   Council, District and Unit Key 3’s 

 

Pope, Greg  Thesis: A Methodology for Identifying and Repositioning Highly 

   Ineffective Volunteer Leaders in the Boy Scouts of America 

 

Stevenson, Theresa Thesis: History of Scouting in the Heart of Tennessee 

 

Stinson, Linda  Project: Cub Scout “Where to Go” Booklet 

 

Tavares, Diogo Thesis: Commissioners: The Benefits to Understanding  

   Language and Culture 

 

Tenpenny, Rhonda Thesis: Women in Scouting – Then and Now 

 

Weaver, Robert Thesis: Performance Metrics for the Administrative Commissioner 

 

Worcester, Randy Thesis: Commissioner Service – Our First Hundred Years 
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A BRIEF SUMMARY OF PROJECT/THESIS REPORTS 

 

 
 

PROJECTS 
In order of completion 

 

 
2009  Preparing Today’s Commissioner for Tomorrow’s Venturing Success  by Rob Hersh 

 This project provides educational/training tools for the commissioner staff in the form of 

 PowerPoint training modules designed to be used at the College of Commissioner 

 Science.  Because the author felt that Venturing was not well understood by 

 commissioners and noted that continuing education courses devoted to Venturing were 

 inadequate, he developed 4 separate training courses:  

 BCS 121 – an Introduction of Venturing  

 BCS 124 – Unit Visitation specific to Venturing Crews 

 BCS 127 – Safety Awareness Training outlining age and gender differences in Venturing  

         as compared to YPT in traditional programs 

 BCS 128 – Monthly Venturing Forum (or Roundtable for Venturing) 

 

 

 

2011  Starting a Scouting Alumni Outreach in the Middle Tennessee Council  by Ray Capp 

 The goal of this project was to re-engage Scouting alumni by coordinating efforts and 

 utilizing the resources of NESA, Wood Badge, Camp staff and the OA to establish 

 mechanisms for identifying potential volunteers/donors.  The author’s theory maintains 

 that re-engaging volunteers and former Scouts has benefits to youth, local programs and 

 council. Furthermore, he recommends that MTC hold annual events to encourage 

 connectivity.  The project summary also includes descriptions of possible award 

 presentations, BSA resources and a copy of the Alumni event invitation sent in 2011. 
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2011  Update and Standardize College of Commissioner Science Power Point Presentations  by 

Craig Munsee 

 The following PowerPoint slides were updated in 2011 and this file contains 242 slides in 

 one convenient location for courses listed below.  Although some of the class material 

 may be outdated, no longer in use or more recently updated to reflect program/title 

 changes, the slides might be useful as a training tool for district commissioner meetings. 

 BCS 101 Introduction to Commissioner Science 

 BCS 102 Unit Charter Renewal 

 BCS 103 The Commissioner and the District 

 BCS 104 Unit Visitation 

 BCS 105 Practical Solutions to Common Unit Needs 

 BCS 106 A Commissioner’s Priorities 

 BCS 107 Youth Protection Training 

 BCS 108 Effective Roundtables 

 BCS 109 Effective Roundtables II 

 BCS 110 Commissioner Style 

 BCS 111 Health and Safety Training 

 BCS 112 What Would You Do? 

 BCS 113 Service to New Units 

 BCS 114 Good Commissioner-Professional Relationships 

 BCS 115 Commissioners and Diversity 

 BCS 116 Using the Unit Self-Assessment Tools 

 BCS 117 Selecting Quality Leaders 

 BCS 121 Introduction to Venturing Commissioner Science 

 BCS 124 Venturing Crew Visitation 

 BCS 127 Personal Safety Awareness for Venturing 

 BCS 128 Venturing Monthly Program Forum 

 

 

 

2011 Course Development of Continuing Education Courses by Tricia Cashon 

 The author recognized the need for continuing education classes and developed an 

 ‘Advanced Studies’ program for use at the College of Commissioner Science. The project 

 contains several PowerPoint presentations and additional resources such as service ideas 

 and project planning sheets.  Although much of the material is outdated and does not 

 reflect  the current program, these PowerPoints are a potential training tool for 

 commissioners.  ‘Advanced Studies’ (now known as Continuing Education) 

 presentations include: 

 Keeping God & Country in Scouting 

 Keeping Service in Scouting 
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 Marketing to Today’s Youth 

 Building Relationships 

 The Commissioner and the Professional – A Working Relationship (DCS 701) 

 What a Commissioner Should Know About International Scouting (MCS 433) 

 Sea Scouting for Commissioners 

 

 

2013  Voice of the Scout: A Commissioner’s Role and a Resource for Council, District and Unit 

Key 3’s  by Gail Plucker 

 Voice of the Scout is a feedback program developed at the BSA National level to 

 encourage volunteers, Scouts and parents to share experiences and opinions.  The project 

 involved training the commissioner cabinet over an extended period of time so that other 

 administrative commissioners would understand the data being collected and utilize that 

 data to improve Scouting in Middle Tennessee Council.  Voice of the Scout is explained 

 step by step – data collection, net promoter scores, challenges with viable email addresses 

 – with  the intent that the confidential information being collected be used to understand 

 the unique challenges of each district, identify areas of concern and find solutions for 

 ongoing problems. 

 

 

2015  Cub Scout “Where to Go” Booklet  by Linda Stinson 

 This project entailed gathering and compiling specific information on Cub Scout “Go See 

 It” locations to better support Cub Scout leaders in delivering the Scouting program.  

 Each level of the Cub Scout program – Tiger, Wolf, Bear, Webelos – has a separate 

 section in the booklet, making it easier for den leaders to identify potential 

 sites/activities  appropriate for the age of the Scout.  Each section also contains the 

 corresponding rank requirement number listed in the same order as found in the rank 

 book.  Information includes place, address, contact information and cost per person.  

 *Note: This booklet was produced in 2015 and compiled using requirement numbers 

 and Cub Scout rank books that are obsolete.  While the activities and program 

 locations are still appropriate to Cub ranks, specific information should be verified prior 

 to scheduling an outing. 

 

 

2015  District Training Day by Dan Fenlon 

 This goal of this project was to improve JTE scores in the district by focusing on training.  

 One day training was offered at a computer lab so that training records would be 

 updated as training occurred.  The project details how the event was scheduled, the 

 efforts necessary to communicate the event and the end results in how the event affected 

 the training stats for Upper Cumberland. 
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THESES 
In order of completion 

 

 

 

2008  Conducting Your Council’s First College of Commissioner  Science by Tim Acree 

 Although this document was prepared as a doctoral thesis for another council, the 

 information is relevant to the ongoing success of the College of Commissioner Science 

 (CCS) in Middle Tennessee Council and permission was obtained to include it in this 

 online  library.  In addition to stressing the importance of formal yearly training at the 

 council level, the thesis provides detailed information about conducting a College of 

 Commissioner Science.  While the target audience is the council commissioner staff, the 

 goal is to encourage every BSA council to conduct a CCS.  Step by step instructions are 

 outlined and schedule examples, training recommendations and degree requirements are 

 included.  This is an excellent resource for councils who have never offered a CCS in 

 their area. 

  

 

 

2009  Effective Communication Habits for Commissioners  by Daniel ‘AJ’ Jackson 

 Using his own experiences as a catalyst, the author explores the importance of improving 

 communication skills in order to better assist units.  Topics include necessary 

 components of communication, types of communication and barriers to effective 

 communication.  This thesis could be a valuable resource for those seeking to improve 

 their own communication skills with its emphasis on body language and ways in which 

 messages are interpreted both verbally and non-verbally. Also noteworthy is the section 

 on ‘Best Practices’ and the inclusion of specific advice for improving communication 

 skills. 

 

 

 

2009  Performance Metrics for the Administrative Commissioner  by Robert Weaver 

 The author presents practical methods for analyzing staffing, unit visitation, roundtable,  

 and charter renewal as a means of managing and improving programs.  Metrics are 

 presented as a critical component of the Scouting program since they indicate what is 

 working and what could be improved.  Specific data is included for commissioner staff 

 ratios, unit contacts, roundtable attendance, the Centennial Award (which has been 

 replaced by Journey to Excellence) and commissioner performance. 
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2009  Building a Council Commissioner Service  by Dr. John Lea 

 In this thesis, Dr. Lea defines the commissioner team and discusses its importance to the 

 successful delivery of the Scout program. Since the thesis is focused primarily on 

 administrative issues, traits of an ideal district commissioner are listed and the 

 importance of selecting the right person for the right job is stressed.  Also included in the 

 thesis are training and award descriptions, suggestions for developing a recruiting plan 

 and job descriptions for administrative commissioners.  Dr. Lea emphasizes establishing 

 a ‘Council Commissioner Service Plan’ and underlines the importance of clearly defined 

 job descriptions.  The final section of the thesis includes personal lessons learned as a 

 council commissioner. 

 

 

2009  A Methodology for Identifying and Repositioning Highly Ineffective Volunteer Leaders in 

the Boy Scouts of America  by Greg Pope 

 Volunteers are a major component of the BSA, but sometimes, a volunteer is unsuitable, 

 incompetent or even toxic to the program.  The author outlines how volunteers are 

 recruited, motivated and retained and then provides a framework for managing volunteers 

 when they are unproductive in their current positions.  Twenty-one categories of 

 ‘difficult’ volunteers in Scouting are thoroughly examined as well as suggestions for 

 working effectively with those personality types. The author stresses finding the right 

 balance and establishing positive staff/volunteer relationships as well as offering practical 

 suggestions for replacing or repositioning ineffective volunteers. 

 

 

2009  Correlation of Roundtable Attendance and Quality Unit Achievement  by Regina Harrison 

 This thesis is a study analyzing whether or not roundtable attendance over a 2 year 

 period affected the Centennial Quality Unit Award in Elk River.  Although this award has 

 been replaced by Journey to Excellence, the statistical data is still relevant in determining 

 whether roundtable attendance is indicative of a quality roundtable program and 

 whether attendance by district leadership positively impacts unit achievement.  Also 

 included is practical information on improving and evaluating roundtables. Survey 

 results indicate a strong likelihood that a quality roundtable experience positively affects 

 training, advancement, outdoor activities and membership.  

 

 

2009  Increase Cub Scout to Boy Scout Retention by Utilizing The “Arrow of Light” Award  by 

Sanda Abramson 

 The author is a Cub Scout leader with over 30 years of experience who wondered why 

 some Cub Scouts choose to drop out of Scouting rather than transition into Boy Scouting.  

 She begins by examining retention rates in Middle Tennessee Council and the correlation 
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 between those rates and the use of Arrow of Light advancement. Using the Arrow of 

 Light as a focal point from Tiger through Webelos, the author discusses the psychology 

 behind how boys think at different ages and what motivates them to achieve. The thesis 

 includes ceremonies that can be used for rank advancement at every level of Cub Scouts 

 – Round-Up,  Bobcat, Tiger, Wolf, Bear and Webelos – as well as suggested ceremonies 

 for Arrow of Light and Crossover.  These ceremonies might be especially helpful in those 

 areas without a strong OA ceremonies team. 

 

 

2009  Information About the Commissioner Service And a Comparison of Units with an Active or 

Non-Active Unit Commissioner  by Tim Black 

 The focus of this thesis is to demonstrate that units with strong commissioner support 

 are more successful than those who do not have an assigned, active commissioner.  

 Using available data from council level reports, the author provides solid evidence that 

 commissioner involvement directly impacts membership, advancement, training 

 percentages and program quality.  Additionally, the thesis explains the historical 

 significance of commissioners in Scouting, provides job descriptions for many different 

 commissioner positions and outlines the role of the commissioner in relation to a unit.  

 

 

2010  Commissioner Service – Our First Hundred Years  by Randy Worcester 

 As indicated by the title, this thesis is a history of commissioner service beginning with 

 the roots of commissioner service in the early 1900s and explores types of 

 commissioners, the advent of female commissioners, manuals, awards and key 

 personnel.   Also included is a link to a PowerPoint presentation which covers the content 

 of the thesis. 

 

 

2010  Achieving Quality Control “Predicting Quality Status by Analyzing Performance 

Indicators”  by Doug Ferguson 

 This thesis compares 10 councils of varying size to determine if certain indicators can be 

 used to determine whether the council is making progress toward achieving ‘Quality 

 Council’ status.  The author’s experience at the council, area and regional levels 

 provide a unique perspective into the evaluation process and metrics that are not always 

 visible or well defined.   Although Quality Unit Awards are obsolete, the thesis contains 

 information that is relevant to the current Journey to Excellence criteria in  areas of 

 membership, retention, commissioner service, commissioner training, camping and 

 FOS. 
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2011  Redefining the Basic Unit Commissioner Training Module Known as “Counseling” Into 

Correctly Defined Basic Components of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) by Dennis 

McNamee 

 The author takes a close look at the term ‘counseling’ in regard to alternative dispute 

 resolution, in both formal and informal settings.  The thesis encourages utilizing 

 appropriate counseling techniques in an informal setting and warns against using 

 counseling techniques better suited to licensed professionals such as therapists, mediators 

 and attorneys. Commissioner training modules, dispute resolution, intervention, 

 negotiation and mentoring are thoroughly examined. 

 

 

 

2011  Improving the Quality of Merit Badge Universities  by Justin Myrick 

 This thesis focuses on area Merit Badge Universities (MBUs) and the pros and cons of 

 incorporating them into the advancement program. Through surveys completed internally 

 at MTC and 11 other councils, the author highlights a polarized view of MBUs with an 

 almost equal percentage of Scoutmasters who support MBUs and those who discourage 

 MBU attendance.  In addition to summarizing the opinions and attitudes reflected in the 

 surveys, the paper explores the challenges of younger Scouts who attend, large class sizes 

 and the quality of merit badges offered at area MBUs. Specific recommendations are 

 proposed for limiting Eagle required merit badges at MBUs and focusing on those not 

 offered at summer camp.  The author also proposes a detailed format for determining  

 MBU quality based on current JTE guidelines and hopes those standards will be used to 

 motivate improvement at local MBUs. 

 

 

 

2011  Women in Scouting – Then and Now  by Rhonda Tenpenny 

 The author details the history of leadership roles available to women throughout the  

 history of Scouting and includes a present day analysis of women in leadership.   The 

 historically significant timeline includes noteworthy “firsts” such as 1st female 

 professional, 1st female Scoutmaster and 1st female Silver Buffalo recipient.  The author 

 maintains that women in Scouting still find varying degrees of acceptance, especially in 

 the position of Scoutmaster and discusses continuing challenges for female leaders in top 

 leadership positions.  The thesis points out that currently, no volunteer or professional 

 position is restricted by gender.  
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2011  The History of Sea Scouts in America and the Current State of Sea Scouts in MTC by 

Toni-Lee Crawley 

 As the title indicates, this thesis is a history of Sea Scouts beginning in 1912.  Sea Scouts 

 is a lesser known program of BSA with coed membership and leadership which has a 

 structure similar to Venturing. Valuable information about Crew ranks, awards, high 

 adventure opportunities and uniforming can be found in this thesis as well as photos 

 which detail rank patches and uniforms.  For a commissioner who is not well versed in 

 Sea Scouting, this thesis might be a great introduction to the program.  

 

2012  Commissioners: The Benefits to Understanding Language and Culture  by Diogo Tavares 

 The author outlines language barriers and cultural differences that can adversely affect 

 the delivery of the Scouting program, especially in underserved ethnic populations. He 

 includes a brief history of Scoutreach and the Multicultural Marketing Team’s efforts to 

 support BSA’s desire to improve outreach and explores what is being done locally 

 at MTC. The author draws on personal experiences to make recommendations for 

 improving outreach efforts (especially in the Kurdish population) and for more effective 

 commissioner service in units with high levels of ethnic membership. 

 

 

2012  Emphasizing Duty to God in Scouting  by David Chaffin 

 This thesis explores Duty to God in both the Cub Scout and Boy Scout program by 

 discussing program delivery, advancement requirements, the Scout Oath and Law, and 

 leader training.  The author includes the BSA’s calendar of religious dates and 

 emphasizes the importance of the Scout’s Own service during weekend campouts and 

 other outdoor activities.  Also included in the thesis is information about the Religious 

 Emblems Program through P.R.A.Y. Publishing. 

 

 

2016  Commissioner Service and LDS Stakes: ACC-LDS  by Watson Ambruster 

 The author focuses on improving commissioner service in LDS (Latter Day Saints) 

 programs by recommending the implementation of a new position – ACC-LDS.  Issues 

 such as unit commissioners who serve multiple districts, unit commissioners who are 

 accountable to multiple district commissioners and commissioner staff who lack 

 training are considered to have negative impacts on the overall Scouting program within 

 the LDS church.  Two different surveys were used – one at Philmont and 1 at Middle 

 Tennessee Council – to gather data and support the recommendation of ACC-LDS.  For 

 commissioners not familiar with the Scouting program in the LDS church, this thesis 

 contains valuable information on church structure and outlines the unique differences 

 between traditional Packs and LDS units.  
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2016  The Value of Youth Leadership Training  by Kevin Phillips 

 This thesis examines why leadership training for youth is imperative to the success of the 

 Scouting program.  Youth leadership programs and training opportunities are thoroughly 

 explained with an emphasis on advanced training modules such as National Youth 

 Leadership Training, Kodiak and Powder Horn.  The author ties leadership training to 

 commissioner service by showing that upper level training supports the commissioner 

 mission because both have a role in helping units succeed. 

 

 

2016  History of Scouting in the Heart of Tennessee  by Theresa Stevenson 

 This substantive thesis is a detailed history of the Scout program in Rutherford County 

 dating back to 1920.  Copies of old documents such as an Eagle application and re-

 charter certificates from the 1930’s are examples of the many intriguing illustrations 

 contained in this thesis.  Each decade is thoroughly documented with Troop leader 

 names, significant dates and interesting stories about Scouting adventures in that decade.  

 The author includes appendixes containing the Boy Scout of America Charter which was 

 approved by Congress in 1916, Constitution and Bylaws of a Troop from the 1930’s, 

 Annual Charter Renewal Form (most likely from the 1930’s), District Award recipients 

 and brief biographies for long-time Scout leaders in the Trail of Tears district. 
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Project Summary 
 

 

My motivation for establishing an online library was due in part to a desire to 

provide an easily accessible resource for other commissioners. However, it was 

also a means of honoring the work of previous doctoral students.  

 

On the surface, this does not appear to be an especially difficult project, but 

scanning lengthy documents was tedious and time consuming. Furthermore, 

computer technology is challenging for me and I had to educate myself so I could 

more effectively utilize .zip files, navigate websites and manage numerous files 

and PowerPoints.   

 

Another challenge in compiling this library was in notating information that was 

obsolete.  Since several of these documents were written in 2009, many contain 

information that is no longer relevant or accurate, particularly when discussing 

methodology for determining Quality Units Awards, detailing training modules 

and providing specific information about Cub Scout rank requirements. 

 

While the project took significantly longer than anticipated, an unexpected benefit 

was the knowledge I gained by researching and reading every thesis and project.  I 

read most of the theses/project summaries while I waited on the previous page to 

finish scanning and researched those I obtained electronically so I could provide an 

accurate summary of the information contained in those files.  

 

Completing this project has provided me with a broader knowledge base, a better 

understanding of the challenges of commissioner service and a deeper respect for 

commissioners at MTC and their continued commitment to Scouting. 

 

 

 

 


